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ABSTRACT 

 Rollover crashes occur less frequently than all other types of automotive crashes, 

yet they claim thousands of lives every year.  A new dynamic rollover test is currently 

under investigation by the automotive industry to form a new standard to protect 

occupants in a rollover crash.  The FMVSS 208 rollover dolly test is the current federal 

standard.  A finite element simulation of this dolly test is the focus of this research. 

 The objective of this research was to simulate an FMVSS 208 rollover dolly test 

of a pickup truck model using the nonlinear finite element code, PAM-CRASH, and 

validate the kinematics.  Published observations of actual vehicles subjected to FMVSS 

208 rollover dolly tests were used to determine the initial velocities for the simulations.  

Vehicle parameters explored in the simulations were contact friction, suspension 

characteristics, tire pressure, and total mass.   Single and double precision PAM-Solver 

results were compared to determine the accuracy of the solvers. 

The vehicle kinematics during the rollover simulations run on the double 

precision solver were validated by comparing them with published test data.  The vehicle 

horizontal displacement and velocity, rotational velocity, and kinetic energy loss in both 

the published experimental tests and the simulations were used for this validation. 

The procedure required to position a dummy occupant within the pickup truck and 

to complete a rollover simulation was discussed.   
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CHAPTER 1 

LITERATURE REVIEW ON PHYSICAL AND VIRTUAL ROLLOVER TESTS 

 

Introduction 

Automotive manufacturers have improved the safety of their vehicles 

considerably during frontal, side and rear collisions.  This led to the all-time lowest 

fatality rate in the year 2000, only 1.5% for motor vehicle crashes. Safety in rollover 

accidents, however, has been given more attention in recent years because the number of 

rollover crashes has only decreased by a little more than half of a percent in the last 

decade. According to the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, or NHTSA, 

the risk of serious or fatal injury is greater in a rollover than in any other crash mode.   

Over 9,000 people are killed annually in rollover crashes.  In 2001, 10.5% of all 

fatal crashes were rollovers, though only 2.2% of all crashes were rollovers.  Almost fifty 

percent of fatalities occurring in Sport Utility Vehicles (SUVs), pickup trucks, and 

minivans are due to rollovers.  This makes rollover a serious threat for all vehicles, but 

especially larger utility vehicles (NHTSA, 2002).  Figure 1.1 graphically illustrates the 

dangers of rollover accidents.   
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  Figure 1.1 Annual Averages in Towaway Crashes by Crash Type in the 1995-1999 NASS and FARS 
Crash Databases, adjusted for unknowns (DOT, 1999). 

 

Pickup trucks and SUVs are heavier than passenger cars, which make occupants 

safer in multi-vehicle crashes.  However since the center of gravity is higher in heavier 
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vehicles, they are more likely to roll over than passenger cars.  As shown in Figure 1.2 

from NHTSA (2001), the rate of rollover per 100 crashes in SUVs and pickup trucks is 

higher than in smaller vehicles. 

 

All vehicles will roll over if given appropriate conditions.  As Figure 1.3 

illustrates, since there are still more passenger cars on the road than any other vehicle 

type, the total occurrence of rollovers of passenger cars is still the largest.   

 

 

 

Figure 1.2. Rollovers per 100 crashes in 1999 (NHTSA, 2001).  
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The market for larger vehicles, including SUVs and pickup trucks has been 

growing rapidly in the last five to ten years.  Just about every car manufacturer has now 

added SUV models to their fleet.  This leads to increased risk for the occupants of these 

SUVs.  According to a Traffic Safety Facts survey published by NHTSA, 35.2 percent of 

fatal crashes involving utility vehicles were rollovers (NHTSA, 2002).   

Ensuring passenger safety in rollover crashes is a difficult challenge for 

automotive manufacturers.  A rollover is a chaotic and unpredictable event, so designing 

safety features for all sizes of occupants is complicated and requires extensive testing.  

Computer simulation is becoming an irreplaceable tool in the design process.  Simulation 

allows manufacturers to test safety features and designs in crashes without producing 

 

 

 

Figure 1.3. Number of rollover crashes in 1999 in thousands (NHTSA, 2001). 
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costly prototypes until the design has been fully tested.  This chapter provides 

information on federal regulations and standards dealing with rollover and previous 

research and testing regarding vehicle dynamics and occupant safety in rollovers.   

 

Standards and Regulations 

Static metrics and dynamic tests have been studied to determine their 

effectiveness in predicting rollovers.  NHTSA extensively explored the use of a static 

metric to regulate SUVs and pickup trucks, however the research resulted in a consumer 

information rating instead of a regulation.  Research concerning a dynamic test for use in 

a regulation or for consumer information is ongoing.  Because rollovers have many 

different causes it is difficult, if not impossible, to create a dynamic test that would 

predict any type of rollover.   

Rollovers are divided into two categories: tripped and untripped.  A tripped 

rollover is described as one that occurs when a vehicle’s tires come in contact with an 

object or soft soil that abruptly stops lateral motion of the tire and sends the vehicle into a 

roll around that object.  Possible tripping objects are curbs, rocks, ramps, and soil.  These 

usually occur when a vehicle leaves the road surface.  Untripped rollovers usually occur 

on-road and are most often initiated by severe steering maneuvers such as J-hooks, lane 

changes, and fast turns.  On-road, untripped rollovers account for 10 percent of rollover 

crashes.  This type of crash is given a lot of attention in safety research because it 

depends more on vehicle properties than tripped rollovers.  For this reason, they are 

viewed as a preventable type of rollover.  Any vehicle, with a high enough lateral 

velocity, will roll over when tripped.  However, on-road untripped rollovers are 
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recognized as accidents that could be prevented with an appropriate safety standard 

(NHTSA, 1999). 

The Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards (FMVSS) set up minimum 

requirements for all vehicle manufacturers in order to protect the vehicle occupants from 

injury or death in collisions.  Two of these federal regulations deal with rollover.  The 

first, FMVSS 208, is a performance standard that sets protection requirements for 

occupants in different types of crashes.  The main segment of this standard requires a 30 

mph frontal barrier collision test. The standard states that either the frontal collision test 

OR the rollover crash test may be performed in order to achieve compliance.  The 

rollover test described in the standard continues to be widely used in industry as it is a 

dynamic test that ensures a vehicle will rollover. The rollover portion of the standard 

stipulates placing the vehicle on a tilt table canted at 23 degrees with respect to the 

ground.  The passenger side tires rest against a 4-inch high curb at the bottom of the table 

making the lowest point of the vehicle 9 inches from the ground.  Figure 1.4 illustrates 

this setup.  During the test the entire table is accelerated to 30 mph and then stopped, 

throwing the vehicle from the table.  This causes the leading tires to strike the pavement, 

which begins one or several rollovers.  The standard states a Hybrid III Dummy placed in 

the driver seat must not be ejected during the roll and the doors must remain closed; no 

minimum injury criteria or vehicle damage are prescribed.   
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The FMVSS 208 dolly test is the most widely used test for rollover in the 

automotive industry.  This test has been shown to be useful but lacks repeatability.  Two 

vehicles with identical roof structures can have tremendously differing roof crush results.  

Even the number of times the same vehicle model rolls can change between tests (Cooper 

et al, 2001). 

The second federal regulation dealing with rollover is FMVSS 216.  Developed in 

1973, this was the first regulation in the world to address roof crush of a vehicle.  To 

ensure compliance with FMVSS 216, the current test procedure involves securing a 

vehicle to a horizontal surface.  A rectangular steel plate is placed on the roof of the 

vehicle and tilted in order to simulate contact with the ground in a right-side leading 

rollover.  The plate is then used to load the roof above the front seats with 1.5 times the 

unloaded weight of the vehicle, up to a maximum of 5,000 pounds for passenger cars. 

Compliance is achieved if the roof crush does not exceed 5 inches.   

 

 

Figure 1.4. FMVSS 208 dolly test setup. 

30 mph 

9 in 
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In research published by Piziali and Associates, Inc. in 1998, a literature survey 

was conducted of past studies of roof crush as a cause of injury.  Several studies claimed 

to prove that roof intrusion in a rollover causes neck injury, however Piziali et al 

disclaimed their efforts.  To illustrate this relationship, they argued if a person and a 

vehicle are dropped from the same height separately, the person will have more severe 

neck injury and the vehicle will have more roof crush if both are dropped from a greater 

height.  This does not mean the roof is causing the person’s injury (Piziali et al, 1998).  

The relationship between roof crush and occupant injury remains a subject of 

investigation. 

There are deficiencies in both FMVSS 208 and 216.  The FMVSS 208 dolly test 

is not a realistic or repeatable test and is only performed if the frontal collision test is not.  

FMVSS 216 deals with roof crush, which has not been proven to be a good indicator of 

occupant safety in rollovers. A causal relationship between neck injury risk and roof 

crush has not been established (Piziali et al, 1998).  Roof intrusion was only present in 

12.9% of pickup trucks, 13.7% of SUVs, and 6.3% of passenger cars involved in rollover 

collisions (NHTSA, 1999). 

From 1973 to 1978, NHTSA researched establishing a minimum rollover 

resistance.  The research was terminated when NHTSA concluded that rollover is too 

difficult to simulate dynamically with good repeatability.  A rule based on the Static 

Stability Factor (SSF) was first suggested in 1986 but was denied by NHTSA because the 

SSF is difficult to measure and because it does not predict the likelihood of a rollover 

crash occuring, it predicts how likely a vehicle is to rollover if a crash occurs.  Since 

earlier research showed a dynamic test to be unusable for making a regulation, NHTSA 
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researched different metrics based on a vehicle's static properties as predictors of rollover 

propensity.  This research continued until the mid-1990's.  Three metrics were studied, 

including the SSF, the Critical Sliding Velocity (CSV), and the Tilt Table Angle (TTA). 

 The Static Stability Factor is the track width of a vehicle divided by twice the 

height of the center of gravity.  The Critical Sliding Velocity is the theoretical speed at 

which a vehicle will roll when tripped over a curb.  And the Tilt Table Angle is the 

experimentally measured minimum angle at which a vehicle will tip off a table. 

 When the research was started in 1992, the main goal was to find a metric better 

than the SSF to establish a minimum performance requirement for rollover.  In 1997, 

NHTSA also started researching three dynamic maneuvers to compare with the static 

metrics.  The results of this research showed that the dynamic tests did not predict 

rollover more effectively than the static metrics.  Since the dynamic tests were more 

expensive and dangerous to a volunteer driver, a static metric was decided to be more 

efficient as a regulatory device.  However, if a minimum rollover propensity were 

enforced, most utility vehicles and trucks would need to be redesigned as cars, which is 

not the purpose of a regulation.  Therefore, NHTSA decided to use a static metric as a 

consumer information tool instead of a regulation.  Researchers found none of the three 

static metrics described above was more statistically significant in predicting rollover.  

The SSF was chosen because it was the only metric that does not cause damage to the 

vehicle and because it provides an intuitive relationship between the metric and the 

vehicle's propensity to rollover. 

In November 2000, Congress initiated the TREAD Act (Transportation Recall 

Enhancement, Accountability, and Documentation), which gave NHTSA and the 
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National Academy of Science (NAS) two years to give the public information on the 

performance of vehicles in a dynamic test (Wormley, 2001).  While the research 

continued, the first SSF ratings were given to vehicles starting in January 2001 as part of 

NHTSA's New Car Assessment Program (NCAP).  The rating is a star type rating with 

one star representing the most likely to roll over and five stars indicating a vehicle is the 

least likely to rollover. This rating does not indicate the likelihood of getting into a 

situation where rollover may occur, but the number of stars tells a consumer how likely a 

vehicle is to roll over if tripped. One star means a vehicle has more than a forty percent 

chance of rolling over and a vehicle rated with five stars has less than 10 percent of 

rolling over in a single vehicle crash (NHTSA, 2001). 

 The availability of Electronic Stability Control (ESC) in a vehicle is noted along 

with the vehicle's rollover rank but does not change the star ranking.  Manufacturers of 

vehicles with ESC claim it will decrease the likelihood of an on-road untripped rollover 

by correcting for under- or over-steer in a severe maneuver.  Brakes are applied to one 

side or the other when a set of sensors detect the vehicle beginning to tip, thus keeping 

the vehicle under control and upright (Forkenbrock, 2001).  

 

Research and Testing 

Progress has been made in recent years to make frontal, side, and rear collisions 

less dangerous for occupants.  Because of this and the rising market for SUVs and pickup 

trucks, the subject of automotive rollover has been gaining attention.   

Since the FMVSS 208 dolly test was instated in 1969, researchers have been 

attempting to create a new dynamic rollover test that is realistic and repeatable.   Some 
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possibilities that have been tested include tripping a vehicle laterally in dirt, on a curb, a 

curved rail, or a ramp, or by using an automatic steering device to input severe steering 

maneuvers.  There have also been numerous studies concerning the FMVSS 208 dolly 

test.  The dolly test is used in the federal standard because it reliably rolls a vehicle 

laterally, however the results are not repeatable.  In papers dating back to 1972, the high 

variability of the dolly test was documented (Cooper et al, 2001).  In a study done by 

Wilson (1972), four identical dolly tests were performed.  The vehicles in these tests 

rolled anywhere from 2.5 to 3.75 times.  Two additional studies presented in Cooper et 

al’s (2001) research showed that eight production and rollcaged vehicles rolled a variable 

number of times as well.  Research has shown that the FMVSS 208 dolly test is useful in 

creating a lateral roll, which over 90 percent of all rollover crashes are, but it is not 

repeatable.   

 Several studies have been conducted presenting new dynamic rollover tests, 

however each test focuses on one segment of the rollover event.  Cooper et al (2001) 

created a test to more closely examine the roof to ground contact in a rollover.  Their test 

device worked by beginning the roll of a vehicle with the roof-to-ground contact instead 

of the tripping mechanism.  The vehicle being tested was suspended and rotated laterally 

from the back of a semi-trailer equipped with a hanging fixture.  The semi-trailer was 

then accelerated until it reached the initial speed of the roll.  When this speed was 

reached, the vehicle was dropped onto its roof and allowed to continue the rolling motion 

unhindered. 

The unpredictability of the first contact between the roof and ground in the 

FMVSS 208 dolly test makes instrument placement very difficult, which can lead to 
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unusable measurements.  Since the roof-to-ground contact is predetermined in the Cooper 

et al (2001) test, there are several options not available in previous dynamic tests.  For 

instance, cameras can be attached to the fixture holding the vehicle to take close up video 

footage of the roof-to-ground contact.  If the semi-trailer can decelerate at approximately 

the same rate as the rolling vehicle, the cameras can continue to record the entire rolling 

motion.  Also, instrumentation can be placed exactly where readings are wanted.   

A test to explore occupant kinematics prior to a tripped rollover was studied by 

Pywell et al (1997) from the GM Safety Center and Exponent.  These researchers 

simulated tripped rollovers by attaching a vehicle to a dolly that accelerated a vehicle to a 

constant lateral speed.   Two tests were conducted using a Chevy Blazer with a hook 

attached to its frame on one side.  The dolly traveled on a track that ended at a concrete 

roll platform positioned at the same height as the surface of the dolly.  A curb-trip 

rollover was simulated by decelerating the moving sled rapidly just prior to tripping the 

Blazer with a wire loop that caught the hook attached to the Blazer's frame.  A soil-

tripped rollover was simulated by gradually decelerating the dolly and tripping the wheels 

with a soft honeycomb-like material.   

Autoliv North America created a dynamic test to research safety system 

effectiveness in a rollover (Rossey, 2001).  Their test device, called the Deceleration 

Rollover Sled (DRS), was similar to the test created by Pywell et al (2001) in that the test 

vehicle was accelerated to a constant speed on a platform.  In this test, however, the 

platform was decelerated by applying brakes to the bottom of the DRS. Instead of 

allowing the vehicle to roll from the platform onto a test surface, the vehicle was secured 

to the platform using tethers.  These tethers could be adjusted to allow as much or as little 
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of the tip-over phase as desired.  The benefit of using brakes to decelerate the DRS was 

the ability to change the type of rollover being tested without changing the test setup.  

This test is useful in determining what affect the trip type has on the rollover. 

A study conducted by Moffatt et al (1997) examined occupant head excursion in a 

rollover.  These researchers explored the kinematics of dummies and humans in the 

airborne phase of a rollover by rotating a seatbelted dummy or volunteer in a seat-like 

fixture around a central axis.  This simulated the rollover of the passenger compartment.  

Occupant head excursion in both passenger side and driver side leading rollovers was 

measured. These measurements were used to compare occupant motion in a rollover with 

variations in seatbelt configurations.   

Studies have also been conducted in order to recreate actual rollover accidents.  In 

one such study, Larson et al (2000) presented a dynamic test to study a rollover from the 

trip stage on.  Their test device, called the Roller Coaster Dolly (RCD) and similar to the 

dollies discussed above, was used to throw an unoccupied vehicle off the road with 

certain initial conditions to initiate a rollover.  The RCD was used to recreate soil-trip and 

furrow type rollover accidents.  They also created an automatic steering device to recreate 

on-road rollover accidents and examine steering inputs that cause these rollovers.  Their 

tests were useful in recreating an accident to explain the cause of the rollover. 

Because a rollover is such a complex situation, with many possible causes and 

outcomes, the dynamic tests that seem to be repeatable, are only valid in one segment of 

the entire event.  For instance, the Cooper et al test (2001) could not be used to research 

the dummy kinematics in a pre-roll situation, and the Pywell et al test (1997) could not be 
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used as efficiently as Cooper’s to study the initial roof-to-ground contact.  For this 

reason, a regulation utilizing a dynamic test is still under investigation. 

 

Safety 

A study published by the National Center for Statistics and Analysis (NCSA) 

analyzing crash data from the years 1991 to 2000 reported that almost 75 percent of 

occupants killed in a rollover crash were not wearing a seatbelt and just below 66 percent 

were ejected (Deutermann, 2002).  Only 4 percent of occupants wearing a seatbelt were 

ejected from a rolling vehicle in the year 2000.  Of occupants killed in rollover accidents, 

62 percent were completely ejected.  The NCSA concluded from their analysis that it is 

more likely for an occupant involved in a rollover accident to survive if not ejected. 

In Pywell et al’s study (2001), the Chevy Blazers were equipped with the safety 

device known as RRAB, or roof rail airbags.  These were airbags designed to decrease 

head injuries in the FMVSS 201U pole impact test in which a dummy head collides with 

a pole to simulate a head impacting the A-pillar or other internal component of a vehicle.  

Manufacturers designed these RRABs to stay inflated longer than would be necessary in 

a frontal collision and tested them in rollover crashes.  The sensors that triggered inflation 

of RRABs were tested using the roll device developed by Pywell et al (2001).  The 

conclusions were that the dummy kinematics in a dolly rollover test, such as the FMVSS 

208 test, do not accurately represent the kinematics of occupants in a real rollover.  In a 

test that included the motion of a vehicle before it rolls over, such as Pywell et al's test, 

the RRAB inflated after the dummy impacted the side window, making the safety device 

ineffective. 
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Research done prior to these experimental simulations included an in-depth 

analysis of the first so-called “Malibu test” conducted in the 1980’s.  The Malibu tests 

were FMVSS 208 dolly tests involving two unrestrained Hybrid dummies inside a Chevy 

Malibu.  Videos of the inside of the vehicle were analyzed to compare dummy kinematics 

with those attained in new simulations.  The comparison showed the effect that pre-trip 

deceleration has on dummy kinematics is very important, especially when designing 

sensor initiated safety devices such as curtain airbags.  It is highly likely that a real world 

rollover will include this deceleration, however very little research has been done 

investigating the effects (Pywell et al, 2001). 

Ford Motor Company has become the first company to introduce a roll protection 

system in its SUVs.  The safety package available in the 2002 Explorer includes chest 

airbags, side curtain-type airbags, and seat sensors to detect occupant location and control 

the deployment of the airbags.  The vehicle also has stability control and the new 

BeltMinder system, which beeps every five seconds until either the driver fastens their 

seatbelt or five minutes pass (Ford Motor Company, 2003). 

NHTSA is studying the effectiveness of Stability Control (SC) in SUVs under the 

TREAD ACT.  The study began in 1999 with the first models available with SC, the 

Mercedes ML320 SUV and the larger Lexus LX470 SUV.  The preliminary results of the 

testing shows that vehicles with stability control behave differently in drastic maneuvers 

than vehicles with disabled SC.  The technology is promising and could be a helpful 

addition to SUV safety packages.  
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Closing Remarks 

With the increasing popularity of larger vehicles such as pickup trucks and SUVs, 

the automotive industry is challenged with continuing to increase occupant safety despite 

the increasing risk of rollover collisions.  SUVs, pickup trucks, vans and other large 

vehicles are more likely than passenger cars to roll over because of a higher center of 

gravity.   If this class of vehicles is to survive, consumers need to be safe even in the 

event of a rollover.   A regulation is difficult to create because of the nature of rollovers, 

but existing federal standards are not sufficient.  Rollover crashes will not disappear or 

become safer unless research toward that goal continues. 

As illustrated by previously published work, full-scale rollover tests are expensive 

and instrumenting the vehicle correctly is difficult.  As research on a dynamic rollover 

test for the automotive industry continues, computer simulation is becoming more 

important and more sophisticated.  One computer simulation technique available is finite 

element analysis software, which presents the industry and researchers with a tool to 

conduct non-destructive full-scale crash tests without endangering a human volunteer 

while still giving accurate and complete results.  The objective of the investigation 

presented in this document was to validate the kinematics of a finite element model of a 

vehicle subjected to the FMVSS 208 dolly test.  This is a step in proving the possibility of 

performing an accurate rollover dolly test virtually.  A method for modeling a rollover 

test to investigate occupant injury using a Hybrid III dummy model was also discussed.
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CHAPTER 2 

NONLINEAR FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS CRASH SIMULATION 

MOTIVATION, METHODOLOGY AND SOFTWARE 

 
 

Finite Element Analysis 

 Finite element software is widely used in the automotive industry to test new 

vehicle models in different crash modes.  Finite element analysis is an approximation 

method in which complex geometry is modeled as smaller units, called finite elements.  

The array of elements is called a mesh.  Depending on the geometry of the body being 

meshed, these elements may be various two- or three-dimensional shapes with the 

corners defined by points, called nodes.  Each element assumes constant material 

properties throughout and the boundary conditions reflect the relationship between the 

element and the elements surrounding it.  Each element is treated as an entire system and 

equilibrium equations are determined for each separately.  The sum of all solutions from 

the mesh creates the solution for the entire complex system.  The finite element method is 

described in detail in the literature, therefore explicit descriptions are not given here. 

 From the method's initial use in the aerospace industry, it expanded into the areas 

of stress analysis, fluid flow, and heat transfer in the 1960's and today is used widely in 

industries ranging from aerospace to architecture.  The availability and computational 

power of microcomputers has increased the use of finite element analysis and its software 

application. 

 Since the early nineties, researchers have realized the importance of creating finite 

element models to investigate occupant safety.  Models of safety belts, seats, airbags, and 
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dummies have become available.  These models are being used to simulate occupant 

mechanics and interaction with safety devices during a crash.   

 The field of biomechanics has also expanded into finite element modeling.  Both 

the Engineering Systems International (ESI) Group and the National Crash Analysis 

Center (NCAC) at the George Washington University are in the process of collecting 

biological and material data to create a complete finite element model of the human body 

(Haug, 1995; Bedewi and Bedewi, 1996; NCAC, 1999).  These models can be used to 

replace models of crash test dummies used today in order to make crash simulations even 

more accurate than real world crash tests.  Whereas actual crash testing requires dummies 

so as not to endanger a human volunteer, a simulation can use a finite element model of a 

human without fear of injury.  In finite element software, any node can be selected to 

collect data, eliminating the need for costly, and sometimes inaccurate, data collection 

devices such as accelerometers and roll transducers often affixed to vehicles or dummies 

in crash tests.   

The NCAC is funded by the federal government to research vehicle crashes.  One 

area of vehicle safety being researched at the NCAC is developing and validating finite 

element vehicle models.  These models are then made available to the public for use in 

research and development efforts.  

At the NCAC, Marzougui et al (1996) completed and validated a frontal impact 

test simulation using a finite element model in LSDyna.  The model was of a 1993 Ford 

Taurus into which a seat, a dummy, and a driver side airbag were integrated.  These 

models were validated separately before being added to the Taurus model.  The seat was 

necessary to properly position the dummy.  A steering column and dashboard were added 
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to enhance the vehicle interior.  The integrated model was crashed into a flat wall at 30 

mph.  The simulation took 35 hours to complete using 10 parallel processors.  The 

simulated event lasted 150 milliseconds with a fixed time step of 1 millisecond. 

 The simulation was validated by executing a full-scale crash test with the same 

initial conditions.  Comparisons were made between the crush profiles of the front of the 

vehicles, the crash characteristics of the components of the vehicles, and the motion of 

the vehicle and the dummy following the crash.  The acceleration of the dummy and 

vehicle, and the impact load were also compared.  The crush profile and the video film of 

the crash matched very closely and the acceleration curves showed a good correlation 

(Marzougui et al, 1996). 

 Whether to model parts separately or do full-scale crash testing, finite element 

modeling is an integral part of every automotive manufacturer’s design process (Huang et 

al, 1995).  In other research at the NCAC, a finite element pickup truck model was 

validated in both frontal and corner impact collisions (Zaouk et al, 1996).  Since then, 

numerous finite element models have been created and validated in frontal, side, and 

barrier collisions (Zaouk et al, 1996; Eskandarian et al, 1996; Marzougui et al, 1996).  

These models have not been validated in a rollover simulation and published to date. 

 

Challenges in Simulating Rollover 

Rollovers are more difficult to simulate than frontal, side, and rear collisions 

because of the number of parameters that contribute to the motion.  Many theories and 

models have been used to simplify a rollover in order to better understand this motion. 
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The most advanced model possible is a detailed finite element mesh of vehicle and 

occupant (Chou et al, 1998). 

 Finite element simulations of rollover are scarce in the literature.  Niii et al (1995) 

simulated a rollover of a large bus using a finite element model in 1995.  There have been 

several other suggestions of rollover simulation research, however as yet no simulations 

of smaller vehicles in a rollover have been successfully validated and published (Chou et 

al, 1998). 

 There are many challenges involved in successfully completing a finite element 

simulation of a rollover.  A good tire and suspension model need to be incorporated into 

the model for it to be realistic.  The mesh must include an appropriate ground interaction 

definition.  The exact impact area in a rollover is unknown; therefore in order to ensure 

the contact will occur on the defined area, a larger contact area than would be involved in 

the impact may need to be defined. 

 A rollover simulation using a detailed finite element model will be costly in terms 

of CPU time and resources.  Frontal, side and rear collisions are completed in about 150 

milliseconds, while a rollover can last up to 5 seconds.  If the time step were increased 

proportionally to decrease the computation time, the accuracy of the simulation would 

degrade.  Another reason a rollover simulation requires more CPU time than other 

collision types is the mesh size.  The mesh needs to be controlled in order to lessen the 

amount of calculation needed, however the mesh must be fine enough in order to retain 

accuracy.  Chou et al (1998) estimate the maximum number of nodes should be 15,000 

based on experience. 
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 One method of decreasing CPU time suggested by Chou et al (1998) is using a 

rigid body model during airborne phases of the roll and a finite element model when the 

vehicle strikes the ground.  These researchers suggest using the finite element code to 

switch between material types or between rigid body and deformable mesh options 

during the simulation.  This approach is similar to that used by Frimberger and Wolf 

(2001) in their simulation in which a rigid body vehicle model was created in ADAMS, 

then occupant and seatbelt models were added using MADYMO.  Finally, the 

deformation phase of the rollover was simulated using PAM-CRASH.  This three-part 

simulation separated the rollover event into its constituent phases and optimized each 

software in order to decrease the simulation time.  A more efficient method of doing this 

would be to use PAM-CRASH or another finite element code to do the switch, thereby 

completing the entire simulation within one program. 

 The simulation validated by Marzougui et al (1996) demonstrated another 

potential method of decreasing the CPU time necessary for finite element simulations of 

crash testing and occupant safety.  With the use of solver paralellization, the simulation 

required 35 hours on 10 processors, instead of the days needed on a single processor.  As 

technology continues to evolve, the time constraints of running simulations will decrease. 

 Another factor that will add complexity to simulating a rollover is the inclusion of 

safety features, i.e. dummies, seats, seatbelts or airbags.  During simulation, the dummy 

will interact with the interior of the vehicle, the seatbelt, the seat, and the airbag and the 

airbag will interact with the dummy and the interior of the vehicle.  All of these 

interactions need to be defined separately.  A fully integrated model may take several 
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days or even weeks to run depending on the capability of the system used to run the 

simulation (Chou et al, 1998). 

 For safety research to be conducted using a finite element model, crash sensing 

devices need to be included in the simulation.  These must include sensing algorithms as 

well as angular rate sensors to deploy a safety device, such as an airbag, at the 

appropriate time (Chou et al, 1998).  Each of these components increases the complexity 

of the simulation. 

 The dummies currently used in rollover crash research are from the Hybrid III 

family.  These dummies were specifically designed for use in frontal crash research.  

During several full-scale crash test studies, the Hybrid III dummies' properties in rollover 

collisions, such as neck stiffness, have been questioned (Moffatt et al, 1997). 

In simulations, the treatment of the interaction between the dummy and seatbelt 

models has also been questioned.  The seatbelt does not slide relative to the dummy in a 

frontal collision, however in a rollover sliding is expected.  A different contact interface 

between the belt and the dummy must be defined in a rollover than in a frontal collision 

(Chou et al, 1998). 

 

Crash Simulation Software 

There are two finite element packages most widely used in the automotive 

industry.  These are PAM-CRASH, created by the ESI Group in France, and LS-Dyna, 

created by the Livermore Software Technology Corporation in the United States.  PAM-

CRASH was used in the investigation presented here, and will be the focus of this 

introduction. 
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 The first vehicular crash test using finite element analysis was completed in 1983 

by the ESI Group who successfully modeled a crash of a Volkswagen Polo.  In 1986 the 

ESI Group introduced the first commercial crash simulation software, PAM-CRASH.  

Since its launch, automotive designers such as BMW, Daewoo, General Motors, Honda, 

Hyundai, and Toyota have become customers. 

 The ESI Group has designed and distributed an entire line of finite element 

software packages.  These finite element tools can be used to investigate a wide range of 

subjects such as electromagnetic interference, aerodynamic drag and material 

manufacturing processes.  This assortment of numerical simulation software packages is 

referred to as “The Virtual Try-Out Space” or VTOS.  The VTOS is divided into four 

separate categories; Virtual Prototyping, Virtual Manufacturing, Virtual Environment, 

and Virtual Human.  These groups each contain software designed especially for research 

on a particular segment of prototype and manufacturing process engineering.  The crash 

simulation software used in this research, PAM-CRASH and PAM-SAFE, is included in 

the Virtual Prototyping category, which includes programs used in the automotive 

industry to decrease the number of prototypes needed in the design process.   

 According to the ESI Group’s website, “PAM-CRASH is an application-specific 

industrial software used to perform realistic and predictive virtual crashworthiness 

simulations in the transportation industry" (2003).  This package is designed to deal with 

complex impact situations and large deformations.  PAM-CRASH can also be applied in 

the railway and marine industries.  PAM-SAFE, described by the ESI Group, is “used to 

simulate the effect of restraint systems such as seatbelts and airbags and occupants in 
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crashed vehicle" (2003).  Models created or modified using either PAM-CRASH or 

PAM-SAFE are saved to input files that the PAM-Solver analyzes. 

 The PAM-CRASH environment consists of a graphical pre-processor, called 

PAM-GENERIS, and a post-processor, called PAM-VIEW.  Both these graphical 

interfaces are multi-purpose and customizable such that files from other Virtual 

Prototyping software can be opened using them.  PAM-GENERIS is a graphical user 

interface in which meshes can be read from industry standard finite element mesh 

generators such as I-DEAS, NASTRAN, and ABAQUS.  These meshes can then be 

modified if necessary.  Nodes and elements can be translated, rotated, renumbered, 

created or deleted.  The mesh can also be checked for quality and stability.  Several files 

may also be merged into one.  Input data is added graphically whenever possible, 

including material plasticity curves, boundary conditions, loads, displacement or velocity 

profiles, and contact interfaces.  The pre-processor supports camera functions such as 

zooming, panning and rotating. 

 The post-processor, PAM-VIEW, is a graphical user interface used to display the 

results of a simulation.  Results are displayed in 3D as static states or in animations.  

Time history curves of variables calculated by the PAM-Solver can be created to interpret 

PAM-CRASH results.  User-defined variables can also be plotted by defining a 

relationship to the calculated variables.   Several result files may be used simultaneously 

to facilitate a comparison of results.   

 The PAM-SAFE Editor is the pre-processing environment used to add, modify, or 

delete safety features in a crash simulation.  This graphical user interface is not 

customizable and is used only for PAM-SAFE or PAM-CRASH models.  PAM-CRASH 
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and PAM-SAFE are completely integrated such that models may be opened and modified 

with either software.  Models of such safety equipment as seatbelts, airbags, and dummy 

occupants are handled in PAM-SAFE.  Dummies are modeled as articulated rigid bodies, 

which means each body part is rigid with connections modeled as joints and springs.  

Location parameters specific to dummies in PAM-SAFE are saved in a separate file, 

called a position file.  Any crash model including a dummy must have this position file in 

order to run a successful simulation. 

PAM-CRASH is available on UNIX and Windows NT platforms and in single or 

parallel processor versions.  Parallel processor versions allow one simulation to be 

distributed to several processors in order to decrease the time required to complete the 

simulation.  UNIX versions are double precision, while Windows NT versions are only 

available in the single precision processor version.  The single precision solver uses less 

significant figures in its calculations than does a double precision solver, thus increasing 

the error.  This added error is negligible in most frontal, side, and rear collision 

simulations and the single precision solver is sufficient. 

The bulk of the rollover research presented here used the available Windows NT 

single precision solver.  IBM double precision solvers housed at the ESI Group facility 

were used to create a comparison between a rollover simulated using the single precision 

solver with the same rollover simulated using the double precision solver. 

 

Applicable Solver Algorithm Descriptions 

The most important and complex function within crash testing simulations is the 

contact algorithm.  Crashes include severe impacts that need to be modeled carefully.  
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This is achieved by defining which contact algorithm the solver uses when treating 

impacts between specific bodies.  Most contact types in PAM-CRASH use an algorithm 

based on the penalty method, which is briefly described here.   

The majority of the contacts used in the rollover simulations presented in Chapter 

4 utilize the nodes/surface contact algorithm (type 34 in PAM-CRASH).  This contact 

algorithm requires the definition of a master surface, slave nodes, a contact thickness, a 

penalty coefficient, and a contact search accelerator.  These will be defined before the 

penalty method is discussed. 

A master surface in the nodes/surface contact algorithm is the surface a group of 

nodes will impact (ESI, 1999).  It is usually defined as the larger object and in general is 

a coarser mesh than the surface consisting of the slave nodes (PSI, 2000).  The slave 

nodes are nodes that may not penetrate the master surface (ESI, 1999).  Both master 

surface and slave nodes must be defined in PAM-GENERIS prior to any contact interface 

definitions.  An illustration of the master surface and slave nodes in a nodes/surface 

contact are shown in Figure 2.1. 

 

 

 

 Figure 2.1 Nodes/Surface Contact (ESI, 1999). 

Slave Master 
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Contact thickness is a constant value input by the user in the "Contact Interface" 

definition in PAM-GENERIS.  The contact thickness is the distance away from the 

defined master surface where contact first begins.  This value should be greater than the 

material thickness of both surfaces (PSI, 2000).  If a node is within the contact thickness 

of a surface, it is called a penetration.  If a node has passed through a surface and is on 

the opposite side, it is said to have perforated the surface (ESI, 1999).  A penetration and 

a perforation are shown in Figure 2.2.  A penetrating slave node and the element on the 

master surface the node will contact are called a contact pair.   

 

The PAM-Solver conducts two searches, a global and a local search, to locate any 

node that will possibly contact the master surface.  The global search divides a contact 

surface into smaller spaces, or "buckets" which are individually checked for possible 

penetrations.  The second search is a local search which determines the extent and 

direction of the penetration, then calculates and applies a contact force to the slave node 

in each contact pair identified in the global search (ESI, 1999).   

 

 

Figure 2.2 Contact thickness, penetration and perforation. (ESI, 1999) 
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The penalty coefficient is a constant value between 0 and 1 input by the user in 

each contact interface definition.  In the nodes/surface definition used in this research, a 

linear penalty method is applied that determines the reaction force using a contact 

stiffness and the penetration depth.  The contact stiffness is the user-defined penalty 

coefficient multiplied by a suitable stiffness value calculated using a one-dimensional 

system model of masses and a spring (ESI, 1999).  This system takes into account the 

stable time step of the simulation at a time of zero in order to ensure a constant contact 

stiffness throughout the simulation (PSI, 2000).  

Another parameter mentioned above is the contact search accelerator.  The user 

inputs this value to indicate the number of time steps to be completed between each 

contact search.  If the number of contacts found in each search overloads the solver, it 

will automatically decrease the accelerator.  The amount of CPU time required for the 

simulation increases with a lower contact search accelerator value (ESI, 1999). 

A second contact definition used in the rollover simulations without a dummy 

occupant is the contact of a body with itself, or self-contact (type 36 in PAM-CRASH).  

Figure 2.3 below illustrates the self-contact definition.  This definition uses a similar 

search and calculation method to the nodes/surface contact described above except only 

one surface definition is required and neither master nor slave is identified.  This contact 

specifies that no node on the defined surface can penetrate any part of the same surface or 

other surface within the self-contact definition.  Searches equivalent to the global and 

local searches described above are used for this contact (ESI, 1999).   
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In the simulations including a dummy occupant, two contact algorithms were 

used.  The first, the surface/surface contact definition (type 33 in PAM-CRASH), is very 

similar to the nodes/surface definition explained above.  The user defines a master 

surface in the same way as before, however the slave is a surface instead of a group of 

nodes.  This contact is between two surfaces that will not penetrate each other.  A two-

part method is used for this contact and is shown in Figure 2.4.  The global and local 

searches are completed twice, first treating the slave surface as a group of nodes, and then 

treating the master surface as a group of nodes (ESI, 1999). 

 

 

 

Figure 2.3 Self-impacting contact (ESI, 1999). 

 

 

Figure 2.4 Surface/surface contact (ESI, 1999). 
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Another contact used in the dummy occupant simulation was the body-to-plane 

contact (type 11 in PAM-CRASH).  This algorithm is specifically designed for contacts 

such as those that occur between a dummy and a soft material such as a seat or footrest.  

The plane may consist of more than one element, however if that is the case, all elements 

must have the same normal direction.  This algorithm uses a definition of a force-

deflection curve to calculate the reaction force applied to a node instead of a penalty 

coefficient as do the nodes/surface and surface/surface contacts (PSI, 2000). 

Another option available in the finite element code that should be mentioned is 

the rigid body definition option.  Rigid bodies are used in the simulation files in this 

research in order to decrease the simulation time.  As defined by the ESI Group, “a rigid 

body is an element of infinite stiffness defined by a number of nodes (1999).”  The 

geometry of a rigid body will not change and any connections with surrounding nodes are 

fixed such that moments are translated.  Forces are also translated through a rigid body, 

however the transmission is not equivalent to that of a deformable body (PSI, 2000).  The 

motions of a rigid body are described fully by the motion of its center of gravity.  Once 

the translations and rotations of the center of gravity are determined, the motion of the 

rigid body nodes can be calculated.  In PAM-GENERIS, the user may define a center of 

gravity node, principal inertia directions, and mass for a rigid body.  If the user defines all 

these parameters, the mass is applied to the center of gravity node only during 

calculations.  If a center of gravity node is not defined, one will be added by the solver 

during calculation of the rigid body motion (PSI, 2000).   

A rigid body may be deactivated at certain times during a simulation by defining a 

switching sensor.  A rigid body by default has an “on” value, but a sensor may be defined 
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to switch that to “off” and deactivate the rigid body algorithm.  When the sensor value is 

“off”, the PAM-Solver will treat the body as deformable, using all its original material 

parameters for contacts and motions.  When the sensor is “on”, the solver switches all 

materials defined in the rigid body to the “null” material definition (type 100 in PAM-

CRASH), which ignores all material properties not necessary in the motion calculations 

to save computing time (PSI, 2000). 

More information about the PAM-Solver algorithms can be found in the PAM-

CRASH User's Manuals (PSI, 2000) and the PAM-CRASH, PAM-SAFE Training Notes 

(ESI, 1999). 
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CHAPTER 3 

METHODOLOGY AND MODELING PREPARATION OF AN FMVSS 208 

ROLLOVER DOLLY TEST 

 
 
 A generic GM pickup truck model developed at the NCAC was used to simulate 

an FMVSS 208 rollover dolly test.  The ESI Group had previously created a simulation of 

this test using arbitrary initial velocities.  The simulation demonstrated a rollover 

simulation was possible using PAM-CRASH, however it was not validated against any 

real data.  In the research presented here, the simulation input file received from the ESI 

Group was modified to simulate a realistic FMVSS 208 rollover dolly test and validate 

the kinematic results using experimental data found in the literature.  The ESI Group 

positioned the pickup truck on a test table tilted at 23 degrees with respect to an added 

ground surface.  The original model and adjustments made to it are discussed in this 

chapter. 

 

Original Model 

 The pickup truck model, shown in Figure 3.1, consists of 10,447 nodes, which 

make up 10,157 shell elements and 40 beam elements of 46 materials.  All vehicle body 

parts are defined using thin shell elements with an elastic-plastic material treatment (type 

103 in PAM-CRASH).  This material algorithm is enhanced to include transverse shear 

effects on the material and updates material thickness during calculations (ESI, 2000).   
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   This model was developed for frontal crash simulations and the front of the 

vehicle is more detailed than the rear.  The cabin lacks interior features such as seats, 

dashboard, and steering components and the rear cargo area is not as fine a mesh as the 

front of the vehicle.  The weight ratio is typical for a pickup truck, with 60% of the 

weight on the front axle and 40% on the rear.  There are three different material 

definitions for each tire; one for the rim, the carcass, and the tread.  The carcass and tread 

are defined as an elastic material (type 101 in PAM-CRASH) to model tire rubber.  An 

internal pressure curve is assigned to the tires resulting in an inflation pressure of 220 kPa 

(32 psi). 

The suspension is modeled by beams in the rear and beams plus A-arms in the 

front.  The front and rear suspensions were too weak to withstand the initial tire impact in 

a rollover simulation.  The adjustments made to overcome this challenge are discussed in 

the Modeling section. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.1  PAM-Crash generic truck model used in rollover simulation   
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Methodology 

An FMVSS 208 rollover dolly test was simulated using the nonlinear finite 

element code, PAM-CRASH.  The simulations presented in this research were completed 

from the launch of the vehicle from the tilt table through the first 1.5 seconds, allowing 

the vehicle to make about one and a half rotations.  The initial conditions used for the 

vehicle as it leaves the dolly were found in research done by Orlowski et al (1985).  In 

their research, eight FMVSS 208 rollover tests were performed using Cheverolet 

Malibus.  The kinematics of the Malibus were compared to those of the simulated 

vehicles to investigate the vehicle model behavior when certain parameters were 

adjusted.   The parameters investigated in the simulations included ground friction, 

suspension characteristics, tire pressure, and vehicle mass.  The difference in results 

when the PAM-CRASH double precision solver is used instead of the single precision is 

also explored. 

 

Modeling a Pickup Truck Rollover 

Gravity was the first addition to the input file received from the ESI Group.   

Most collision simulations do not include gravity since the crash impact is horizontal and 

gravity would not affect the results.  This is not true in a rollover, so an acceleration 

curve with a value of –9.81 m/s2 was applied to all nodes of the vehicle using the 

“Acceleration Field” command.   

The ground properties were also changed from the original configuration.  In the 

rollover test file created by the ESI Group, the ground properties were that of very thin 

steel.  Since the ground was not modeled as a rigid body, the ground characteristics could 
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change the simulation results.  The material properties were replaced by average values 

for concrete found in the ACI Manual of Concrete Practice (1996).  These values are 

listed in the Appendix. 

In order to simulate a vehicle crash, contact interfaces must be defined between 

the surfaces or elements that will contact each other during the simulation as described in 

Chapter 2.  In a rollover of a single vehicle, contacts will occur between the vehicle and 

the ground and between different parts of the vehicle.  The vehicle-to-ground contacts in 

this research were divided into contacts between the tires and the ground and the vehicle 

body and the ground.  The behavior of tires sliding on concrete differs from that of a steel 

vehicle body; therefore two separate contacts were defined so that different input 

parameters could be used. The contact between the test table and vehicle was neglected 

since the initial velocity was applied at the instant the simulation began and the effect of 

contacting the curb on the table was taken into account when applying that velocity.     

The vehicle-to-ground and tires-to-ground contacts were defined as nodes/surface 

contact (type 34 in PAM-CRASH) and internal contacts within the vehicle were defined 

as the self-impacting contact (type 36 in PAM-CRASH) that are explained in Chapter 2.  

For both the vehicle-to-ground and tires-to-ground contacts, the ground was defined as 

the master surface and the vehicle body or tires were specified as the slave nodes.  A 

contact thickness of 3 mm and a penalty coefficient of 0.01 were used. 

 To model a rollover, a rigid body is sufficient to model the vehicle motions while 

in the air because a vehicle will not deform while it is airborne.  In the ESI Group’s  

rollover simulation previously mentioned, the pickup truck was defined as a rigid body 

when it was not in contact with the ground in order to save CPU time.  The entire truck 
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was defined as a rigid body at the start of the simulation and a sensor was employed that 

used the algorithm described in Chapter 2 to change it from a rigid body model to a 

deformable one when any part of the vehicle impacted the ground. 

A new nodes/surface contact interface (type 34 in PAM-CRASH) was added with 

the exterior materials of the vehicle defined as the slave nodes and the ground surface as 

the master surface.  When the force between these two surfaces was greater than zero, the 

sensor switched the rigid body truck model to a deformable one.  Since this new contact 

surface was needed for the sensor and was not intended to interrupt the vehicle motion, a 

penalty coefficient of 1x10-11 was input, making the penalty for impacting the surface 

negligible.  The thickness of the contact was 1mm greater than the tires-to-ground and the 

vehicle body-to-ground contacts, or 4mm.  This ensured the vehicle would return to a 

deformable state immediately before any ground contact was made.  When any slave 

node penetrated the negligible surface, the sensor switched the entire truck to a  

deformable body.  When the penetration was removed and the vehicle was airborne 

again, the sensor switched the rigid body "on" and the truck was again modeled as a rigid 

body.   

 In a simulation, a node cannot be defined in more than one rigid body 

simultaneously (PSI, 2000).  The suspension and several other parts within the 

deformable pickup truck were defined as rigid bodies.  These smaller rigid bodies needed 

to be included in the entire truck rigid body when it was activated so the nodes would not 

be defined in two separate rigid bodies at one time but still would be treated as rigid 

bodies.  The inverse of the sensor applied to the entire truck rigid body was defined on 
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these rigid bodies to deactivate the smaller rigid body definitions while the entire truck 

rigid body was activated.   

The result of adding this sensor was the entire vehicle was modeled as a rigid 

body when it launched from the test table.  One millimeter before the tires contacted the 

ground surface, the truck rigid body was deactivated and the smaller rigid bodies were 

activated.  The vehicle remained deformable until all nodes of the vehicle were more than 

1mm above the ground contact surface again.  This continued for the duration of the 

simulation. 

To compare to the results published by Orlowski et al (1985), plots of the motion 

at the center of gravity of the pickup truck were needed.  Since the original model did not 

include a node at the center of gravity of the vehicle, a new node was added.  The center 

of gravity of the vehicle was approximately 100 mm above the floor of the vehicle cabin, 

where a node was added to the model and then to the "Nodal Time History" list.  A rigid 

body was created including this new center of gravity node to ensure the center of gravity 

remained fixed relative to the vehicle throughout the roll.  This rigid body included six 

nodes beneath it in the cabin floor, two on either side of the vehicle by each door, and one 

in the front of the vehicle along the same axis as the center of gravity.  This new center of 

gravity rigid body was included in the entire vehicle rigid body during airborne phases 

due to the sensor described above. 

 Orlowski et al (1985) published observations of their experimental FMVSS 208 

tests including the vehicles' velocities at the time of launch.  Each vehicle had the same 

velocity of 14 m/s horizontally and 75 degrees per second rotational velocity directly 

after leaving the test table. These two values were input using the “Initial Velocity” 
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command in PAM-GENERIS and selecting all nodes of the vehicle including the center 

of gravity node.  Orlowski et al (1985) did not discuss the vertical component of velocity 

in their publication.       

To determine an initial vertical velocity for the simulations, the contact between 

the tilt table and the vehicle tires was activated and the entire truck rigid body was 

deactivated.  The deformable vehicle was given a lateral velocity of 14 m/s (32 mph), 

which was the speed of the test table prior to stopping in the experiments by Orlowski et 

al (1985).  From this simulation, the tripped vehicle shows the same initial lateral and 

rotational velocity as observed by Orlowski et al (1985) and a vertical velocity of 0.2 

m/s.  This vertical velocity was included in the initial velocity applied to the pickup truck, 

making the initial velocity for the FMVSS 208 rollover simulation 14 m/s laterally, 0.2 

m/s vertically, and 75 degrees/s rotationally. 

The friction coefficient for the tires-to-ground contact was chosen to be that of 

tires sliding laterally on concrete, 1.0.  The body-to-ground contact friction coefficient 

was set to be 0.6 after values of 0.2 to 0.8 were investigated.  The steel-to-steel contact 

friction coefficient of 0.4 was found to be generally accepted, so this value was used for 

the vehicle internal contacts.  Once the friction values were input, the suspension 

characteristics, stiffness and damping of the tires and total mass of the vehicle were 

explored. 

In order to successfully complete a rollover simulation, the suspension needed to 

be strengthened.  This was accomplished by creating a rigid body suspension for each the 

front and rear as suggested by Chou et al (1998).  The front suspension rigid body 

included the rims of both left and right tires, the A-arms and the center linkage between 
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the arms.  The rear suspension rigid body included the tire rims and the beam used to link 

them.   

Since the entire suspension was modeled as a rigid body, adjustments were made 

to the tire material and pressure in order to simulate the suspension characteristics of a 

real pickup truck. The combined system of suspension and tires was simplified into a 

system of springs and dampers, as shown in Figure 3.2.   

 

The values for stiffness and damping of both the suspension and the tires were 

found in previous research.  The stiffness coefficient, Ks, and damping coefficient, Cs, of 

the suspension, were determined by using published results of an actual pickup truck’s 

suspension characteristics (Marzhougi et al, 2002).  Average values for Ks and Cs were 

determined to be 170000 N/m and 4300 Ns/m respectively (Marzhougi et al, 2002).  The 

tire characteristics, Kt and Ct, were found by using previous research done on tires by 

Nossier et al (1982) and Chang (2002).  Chang (2002) investigated the relationship 

between tire inflation pressure and the vertical static stiffness.  This was used to 

determine the stiffness of a tire with an inflation pressure of 220 kPa (32 psi), which was 

approximately 145000 N/m.  From Nossier et al's (1982) study of the effect of drop 

 

 

 Figure 3.2 Suspension and tire simplification 

Ks Cs 

Kt Ct 

Vehicle body 
 

tire 
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height on contact damping of a tire the average damping coefficient of 220 Ns/m was 

used for Ct in these calculations. 

Equivalence equations (1) and (2) were used to calculate the equivalent stiffness, 

Ke, and damping, Ce, coefficients for the entire system.  The values calculated for Ke and 

Ce were 78000 N/m and 145 Ns/m, respectively. 

 

 
ste KKK

111
+=  (1) 

ste CCC
111

+=  (2)  

 
The tire pressure that corresponds to the calculated equivalent stiffness of the tire 

and suspension system was determined to be about 89.6 kPa (13 psi) using the plot shown 

in Figure 3.3 (Chang, 2002).   A tire pressure of 41.4 kPa (6 psi) was used in the 

simulations to compensate for the lack of consideration for lateral stiffness in these 

calculations.   
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The equivalent damping value was used to calculate the damping ratio to apply to 

the tire rubber material in PAM-GENERIS.  The “stiffness damping ratio” parameter in 

the material input dialog box represents the damping ratio, zeta (ζ), which is the ratio of 

damping to critical damping.  The critical damping was calculated by estimating the mass 

distributed on each tire and finding the damping related to that mass using Equation (3).  

The damping for each tire was calculated to be 9675 Ns/m.  The equivalent damping, 

145000 N/m, was divided by the critical damping, giving a value of 0.015, which was 

applied to the tires.   Since all four tires were modeled as one material, the same ratio was 

given to all tires. 

 
m
K

mC e
c ∗= 2  (3) 
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Figure 3.3  Vertical Static Stiffness versus Inflation Pressure Curve (Chang, 2002) 
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The total mass of the vehicle was also investigated.  The pickup truck model as 

provided by the ESI Group had a mass close to 1250 kg.  However, most full-size pickup 

trucks have a mass of around 2000 kg.  Therefore, mass was added to the model by 

increasing the thickness of some materials in the rear of the vehicle, and also using the 

“Added Mass” function to bring the total mass to 2000 kg. The axle load distribution of 

60% on the front and 40% on the rear was maintained.   

Table 3.1 shows the model characteristics compared to the actual vehicle used in 

Orlowski et al’s tests (1985).  The table shows the vehicles are similar, however there are 

some differences.  Since this was the only publication found with acceleration plots, this 

was the vehicle used for comparison.   

Table 3.1 Characteristics of Simulation Model and Vehicle Used in Physical Test 

 Simulation Model Actual Test 

Vehicle Model Generic pickup truck model 1983 Cheverolet Malibus 

Mass 1248 kg (2751 lb) 1445 kg (3179 lb) 

Wheelbase 3360 mm (132 in) 2743 mm (108 in) 
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CHAPTER 4 

VIRTUAL ROLLOVER TESTING 

 
 

Kinematics 

In an FMVSS 208 dolly test, a vehicle is guaranteed to roll over at least once.  In 

general, the kinematics of a vehicle test are consistent.  When the passenger side tires 

strike the curb at the bottom of the table, a slight initial rotational velocity is induced.  

This rotational velocity causes the tires to impact the ground at an angle large enough to 

trigger a rollover.  The initial contact with the ground includes a lengthy tire skid, 

slowing the vehicle's lateral motion and increasing the rotational velocity.  As the vehicle 

continues to roll, it makes intermittent contact with the ground along the body and roof of 

the vehicle, continually decreasing the lateral velocity.  At the end of each roll, the tires 

strike the ground and kinetic energy is transformed into contact energy.  Depending on 

the severity of the impacts and the characteristics of the vehicle and the ground, the 

vehicle may roll anywhere from 2 to 4 times.  This behavior was expected in the virtual 

rollover simulations.  

 
 

Simulation Results 

This chapter illustrates the published experimental results and results from each 

simulation.   The tables of the simulation results include screen shots of the vehicle-to-

ground impacts, the time each occurs, and values of horizontal acceleration, velocity and 

displacement at the time of each impact.  The vertical component of the acceleration is 

shown separately.  Following Orlowski et al’s (1985) example, the vertical acceleration 
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during an impact was assumed to be the value of the largest peak on the acceleration plot 

during each impact.  Each impact in the tables of vertical acceleration is labeled with the 

part of the vehicle that impacted the ground.  The rotational velocity and kinetic energy 

for each case are also shown.   

Table 4.1 tabulates the experimental vertical acceleration, and horizontal 

acceleration, velocity and displacement published by Orlowski et al (1985).  Figure 4.1 

shows the rotational velocity and kinetic energy  which were simplified by picking values 

from the published plots to show the peaks and trends.  The simulation results were 

compared to this published research.  

 

 

  

Table 4.1. Results of experimental rollover test (Orlowski et al, 1985). 

Impact Tires Body/roof Roof Roof Body Tires Body 
Time (sec) 0.3 0.48 0.79 0.9 1.05 1.36 1.48 

Vertical 
Acceleration 

(m/s2) 
-30 -35 -32 -28 -28 -34 -29 

Horizontal 
Acceleration 

(m/s2) 
-10 -9 2 -20 0 -10 -12 

Horizontal 
Velocity (m/s) 

12.6 11.5 10.5 9.8 9.2 8.2 8.2 

Horizontal 
Displacement 

(m) 
4 - - - - 12 15 
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The results of the simulated FMVSS 208 rollover dolly test of the original pickup 

truck model before modification, with the friction values defined as explained in Chapter 

3, are shown in Table 4.2, Table 4.3, and Figure 4.2.  This simulation used the original 

model tire pressure, suspension, and mass.  The screen shots for this and all subsequent 

simulations are shown in the direction of the roll, so the figures progress from right to 

left. 
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Figure 4.1 (a) Rotational velocity and (b) kinetic energy of the experimental test (Orlowski et al, 1985). 
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Table 4.2 Horizontal acceleration, velocity and displacement of original model with updated friction values. 

10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 

Time (sec) 1.41 1.26 1.2 1.11 0.99 0.48 0.39 0.27 0.21 0 

Horizontal 
Acceleration 

(m/s2) 
298.8 44.9 44.8 9.6 9 9.8 140.2 107.4 8.1 0 

Horizontal 
Velocity (m/s) 

9.42 9.29 9.68 10.03 9.34 10.17 10.37 13.32 13.93 0 

Horizontal 
Displacement 

(m) 
14.98 13.57 13.03 12.17 11.04 6.03 5.13 3.76 2.94 0 

 
 

Table 4.3 Vertical Acceleration of each impact of original model with updated friction values. 

Impact Tires Body Body/Roof Tires Body Body/Roof 
Time (sec) 0.274 0.351 0.481 0.998 1.070 1.247 

Vertical 
Acceleratio

n (m/s2) 
-41.7 -127 -155.6 -55.8 -262 -316 
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Figure 4.2 (a) Rotational velocity and (b) kinetic energy of original model with updated friction values. 
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The breaking of the suspension can be seen in the still images shown in Figure 4.2.  

Compared to the experimental results, the tire contact does not significantly decrease the 

lateral motion of the vehicle.  The vehicle contacts the ground twice between tire 

contacts, which is less than was expected.   

The failure of the suspension is resolved in the next simulation, in which the front 

and rear suspensions are rigid throughout the impacts.  These results are shown in Table 

4.4, Table 4.5, and Figure 4.3. 

 

 

Table 4.4 Horizontal acceleration, velocity and displacement of original model with updated friction 
values and front and rear rigid suspensions. 

 
10 9 

 
8 7 6 5 4 

 
3 2 1 

Time (sec) 1.47 1.29 1.17 1.05 0.78 0.63 0.45 0.39 0.21 0 

Horizontal 
Acceleration 

(m/s2) 
12.7 126.7 144.8 49.03 117.1 1.12 74.2 29.16 44.7 0 

Horizontal 
Velocity (m/s) 

8.83 9.22 9.81 9.9 10.02 10.16 9.39 10.73 13.99 14 

Horizontal 
Displacement 

(m) 
15.7 14 12.9 11.8 9.11 7.57 5.73 5.13 2.94 0 

 
 

Table 4.5 Vertical Acceleration of each impact of original model with updated friction values and front 
and rear rigid suspensions. 

Impact Tires Body Body/Roof Roof Tires Tires Body Body/Roof Roof 

Time (sec) 0.3 0.386 0.473 0.616 0.794 1.027 1.126 1.281 1.447 

Vertical 
Acceleration  

(m/s2) 
-112.3 -594 -124 -144 -128 -115 -223 110 156 
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As seen in Table 4.4, the suspension does not crush in toward the vehicle and 

subsequently the vehicle does contact the ground more frequently during the rollovers 

and the lateral velocity decreases more than in the previous simulation.  However, when 

the suspension is rigid, all suspension characteristics are disregarded.  The suspension 

characteristics of a vehicle may affect the behavior of a vehicle in a rollover crash, so it 

was a goal to include these in the model. 

In order to achieve that goal, the suspension and tire characteristics were 

simplified as described in Chapter 3. The calculated equivalent stiffness and damping of 

the tire material in the next simulation was applied as the tire pressure and damping ratio 

of 41.4 kPa (6 psi) and 0.015, respectively.  These results are shown in Table 4.6, Table 

4.7, and Figure 4.4. 
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Figure 4.3 (a) Rotational velocity and (b) kinetic energy of original model with updated friction values and 
front and rear rigid suspensions. 
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Table 4.6 Horizontal acceleration, velocity, and displacement of the original model with updated friction 
values, front and rear rigid suspension, and updated stiffness and damping applied to the tires. 

 

 
10 9 

 
8 

 
7 6 

 
5 

 
4 3 2 

 
1 

Time (sec) 1.44 1.29 1.17 1.05 0.81 0.66 0.48 0.39 0.21 0 

Horizontal 
Acceleration 

(m/s2) 
35.4 126.7 144.8 49 6.25 2.11 32.5 29.16 44.73 0 

Horizontal 
Velocity (m/s) 

9.39 9.36 9.17 9.38 9.59 10.05 9.41 11.31 13.99 14 

Horizontal 
Displacement 

(m) 
15.3 13.8 12.7 11.66 9.34 7.89 6.05 5.16 2.94 0 

 

Table 4.7 Vertical acceleration of each impact of the original model with updated friction values, front and 
rear rigid suspension, and updated stiffness and damping applied to the tires. 

 

Impact Tires Body Body/Roof Roof Tires Tires  Body Body/Roof Roof 
Time (sec) 0.284 0.478 0.492 0.647 0.862 1.036 1.149 1.269 1.415 
Vertical 

Acceleration 
(m/s2) 

-122 -105 -162 -128 -148 -125 -466 -104 -171 
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 The simulation lateral velocity does decrease from the initial 14 m/s to about 9 

m/s after the first roll, which is consistent with the experimental results. As in the 

experimental observations, the vehicle model displaces approximately 12 m laterally 

during the first roll.  The model had a rotational velocity of approximately 8 rad/s after 

the first tire contact whereas the experiment produced a rotational velocity of about 6 

rad/s.   

 The issue of vehicle mass is addressed in the last simulation.  The suspension data 

used to adjust the tire properties were taken from a 2000 kg pickup truck, so mass was 

added to increase the total mass of the vehicle to this value.  Since the experimental 

results were for a 1400 kg vehicle, there is no direct comparison to the experimental 

results, however it is interesting to note the differences.  The model with a rigid 

suspension system and effective tire pressure and damping ratios described above, was 
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Figure 4.4 (a) Rotational velocity and (b) kinetic energy of the original model with updated friction values, 
front and rear rigid suspension, and updated stiffness and damping applied to the tires. 
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run with a mass increased to approximately 2000 kg.  These results are shown in Table 

4.8, Table 4.9, and Figure 4.5. 

 

 

 

Table 4.8 Horizontal acceleration, velocity, and displacement of previous model with a mass of 
approximately 2000 kg. 

10 9 8 7 6 5 4 
 

3 

 

2 1 

Time (sec) 1.47 1.38 1.26 1.14 0.81 0.66 0.48 0.39 0.21 0 

Horizontal 
Acceleration 

(m/s2) 
-71.4 0.144 47 47.6 41.3 23.5 51.6 4.34 13.2 0 

Horizontal 
Velocity (m/s) 

8.87 8.5 8.58 9.31 9.52 10.15 9.17 11.76 14 14 

Horizontal 
Displacement 

(m) 
15.4 14.6 13.6 12.5 9.46 7.95 6.10 5.19 2.94 0 

 
 

Table 4.9 Vertical Acceleration of each impact of previous model with a mass of approximately 2000 kg. 

Impact Tires Body Body/Roof Roof Body Tires Tires Body Roof Roof 

Time (sec) 0.3 0.464 0.525 0.638 0.811 0.9 1.095 1.238 1.39 1.479 

Vertical 
Acceleration 

(m/s2) 
-140 -86 -133 -111 -76 -73 -91 -719 -99 -136 
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 As expected, the vehicle impacts with the ground are more damaging to the 

vehicle in this simulation.  The kinetic energy dropped more than in the other three 

simulations, dropping 100 kN-m compared to about 60 kN-m in the previous simulations.  

The lateral velocity decreases more rapidly and the final velocity is around 8 m/s instead 

of the previous 9 m/s.  While there is a decrease in lateral velocity, the rotational velocity 

increases steeply to 10 rad/s after the first contact then decreases to about 7 rad/s by the 

end of the simulation.  The vehicle does not travel laterally as far as the other simulated 

vehicles per roll.   

 

Double Precision Solver Results 

 Personal computers with a Windows NT operating system were employed for the 

four simulations presented above and the double precision solver is unavailable on this 

platform.  The single precision solver limited the simulations to a maximum of 1.5 
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Figure 4.5 (a) Rotational velocity and (b) kinetic energy of previous model with a mass of approximately 
2000 kg. 
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seconds.  After this time the vehicle was distorted by element warping without the added 

precision.  This distortion is due to the solver algorithm, not a problem in the simulation 

input.  The single precision solver is not equipped to deal with such a complex 

simulation, however the beginning 1.5 seconds were stable enough to begin this 

investigation. 

 An inaccuracy found through this research in the single precision solver is the 

internal energy calculation.  A rollover simulation run using the single precision solver 

showed an increase in the total energy of the system, breaking the law of conservation of 

energy.   However, the same simulation run on the double precision solver on an IBM 

operating system showed the total energy remaining approximately constant.  The total 

energy of the system dropped slightly, but to a small degree.  By comparing the double 

and single precision results, the internal and hourglass energies were found to be the 

cause of the substantial increase in total energy.  A simulation with no errors would have 

a constant total energy throughout, such that total energy is conserved within the system.  

A total lagrangian solution scheme would solve this problem completely by adjusting 

how the solver handles large rotations; however an elastic-plastic material definition 

using the total lagrangian does not exist at this time. 

 To compare the single and double precision solver results, the third rollover 

simulation discussed above, with an effective tire pressure and damping ratio applied, 

was run on an IBM double precision solver housed at the ESI Group facilities.  The 

results are shown below in Table 4.10, Table 4.11, and Figure 4.6.  The total energy of 

the single and double precision solvers is also compared graphically in Figure 4.7. 
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Table 4.10 Horizontal acceleration, velocity, and displacement of the rollover simulation run on a double 
precision IBM solver. 

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 

Time (sec) 1.44 1.26 1.08 0.84 0.66 0.48 0.36 0.24 0 

Horizontal 
Acceleration 

(m/s2) 
90.10 5.15 127.58 88.57 1.91 51.31 195.06 11.54 0 

Horizontal 
Velocity (m/s) 

8.95 8.85 9.38 9.01 10.26 9.29 11.98 13.81 14 

Horizontal 
Displacement 

(m) 
15.23 13.56 11.93 9.66 7.89 6.06 4.81 3.36 0 

 
 

Table 4.11 Vertical Acceleration of each impact of the rollover simulation run on a double precision IBM 
solver. 

Impact Tires Body Body/Roof Roof Tires Tires Body Body/Roof 

Time (sec) 0.311 0.381 0.438 0.636 0.809 1.09 1.235 1.409 

Vertical 
Acceleration  

(m/s2) 
224 195 393 172 364 264 275 489 
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Figure 4.6 (a) Rotational velocity and (b) kinetic energy of the rollover simulation run on a double 

precision IBM solver. 
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The results of the rollover simulation run on the double precision solver were the 

most accurate compared to the experimental results.  The velocity directly before the first 

tire contact in this simulation was 13.8 m/s and directly before the second tire contact was 

9 m/s, which is consistent with Orlowski et al’s (1985) observations of the vehicle 

motion.  The lateral displacement also shows a good correlation; the first tire contact 

occurs 4m from the original position and the second tire contact occurs at approximately 

12m.  The kinetic energy shows a decrease of about fifty percent in 1.5 seconds in both 

the experiment and this simulation.   

 
 

Drop Simulation Results 

The experimental rollover tests result in a maximum negative vertical acceleration 

of around 60 m/s2 where the simulated results all show peaks over 400 m/s2.   To 

investigate this further, two simulations were run of the same pickup truck model as 

discussed in the double precision solver investigation dropped vertically from a height of 
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Figure 4.7 Total Energy results from the rollover simulation performed on a (a) double precision solver and 
(b) a single precision solver. 
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about 5 cm, which is lower than the initial height of the rollover test.  This simulation is 

less computationally intensive because it does not involve rotation.  The vertical 

acceleration of this vehicle simulation was expected to be lower than that experienced by 

a vehicle in a rollover test. 

In the first simulation, the truck was modeled as in the rollover simulations; the 

entire vehicle was a rigid body with a sensor defined to switch it to deformable directly 

before contact with the ground.  The suspensions remained rigid during impact and the 

tire pressure and damping values were as described in Chapter 3.  Plots of the vertical 

displacement, velocity, and acceleration of this simulation are shown in Figure 4.8.  Also 

shown in Figure 4.8 is the vertical acceleration curve filtered at a cutoff frequency of 60 

Hz using PAM-VIEW. 
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In this drop simulation of the vehicle modeled as in the rollover simulations, the 

acceleration values are higher than expected, similar to the rollover results.  When the 

vertical acceleration curve is filtered at 60 Hz break frequency, however, the peak values 

decrease and are closer to the expected values.  The large negative value seen at the 

beginning of the simulation occurs when the vehicle is rebounding from the drop.  The 

acceleration curve shows the trend of the vehicle's vertical oscillations.  When the 
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Figure 4.8 (a) Vertical displacement, (b) velocity, (c) acceleration, and (d) filtered vertical acceleration of 

the vehicle modeled as a deformable body in a free drop simulation. 
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rollover vertical acceleration is filtered at the same break frequency, the peak acceleration 

values are lower, however not significantly.  

The second vehicle drop simulation was similar except the entire truck was 

modeled as a rigid body throughout the impact.  The tire carcass and tread were the only 

deformable vehicle parts.  Plots of the vertical displacement, velocity, and acceleration of 

this simulation are shown in Figure 4.9.   

 

In this drop simulation with the vehicle modeled as a rigid body, a peak 

acceleration of about 34 m/s2 results.  This is higher than the acceleration peak of 30 m/s2 
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Figure 4.9 (a) Vertical displacement, (b) velocity, and (c) acceleration of the vehicle modeled as a rigid 

body in a free drop simulation. 
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for the first tire contact in the experimental rollover results.  These simulations were run 

in order to investigate the possibility of an error existing in the truck model.  There is a 

possibility from these results that the stiffness or damping of the model needs to be 

investigated further.  The equipment used to collect the experimental data is unknown.  

The method of reporting is also unknown, the results could have been filtered after they 

were collected.  This is discussed more in Chapter 6.   

. 
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CHAPTER 5 

METHODOLOGY AND MODELING PREPARATION OF AN FMVSS 208 

ROLLOVER DOLLY TEST INCLUDING A HYBRID III DUMMY 

  

To test for passenger safety in a rollover, a crash test dummy must be added to the 

vehicle being tested.  The most widely used dummies in industry are the Hybrid III 

family of dummies.  These are available in various sizes in order to mimic the stature of 

passengers ranging from children to large adults.  The dummy used in this research is a 

Hybrid III, 50th percentile male.  This represents a male passenger of average height and 

weight. 

 

Dummy Model 

 A finite element model of a Hybrid III, 50th percentile male was developed by the 

ESI Group to run frontal collision sled test simulations.  This sled test model includes the 

dummy, a seat, seatbelts, an airbag, and a basic frame of the driver’s side of a vehicle.  

The dummy consists of 27 separate parts; all modeled as null materials (type 100 in 

PAM-CRASH), which are used for elements that are part of a rigid body.  Each body part 

of the dummy is modeled as a rigid body connected to the rest of the body by a joint or 

spring element.  The rigid bodies are given a mass, moment of inertia about a specified 

axis, and center of gravity node.  The total mass of the dummy is 77.4 kg (170 lb).  The 

dummy is in a seated position with feet resting on the floor surface and torso in contact 

with the seat material.   The meter, kilograms, and seconds (MKS) unit system was used 

for this model.  The original sled model is shown below in Figure 5.1. 
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Inserting and Positioning the Dummy 

In order to use this dummy in a rollover simulation, the dummy model file needed 

to be merged with the model of the pickup truck.  The model of the pickup truck with the 

equivalent stiffness and damping applied to the tires, as described in Chapter 3, was used 

for this task.  To merge the two models, the dummy file was opened using the PAM-

SAFE Editor and the "Merge" command was used to simultaneously open the pickup 

truck rollover file.  When prompted, the units of the pickup truck rollover file were 

converted by PAM-SAFE from millimeters, kilograms and milliseconds to MKS in order 

to merge the files correctly.    

The dummy needed to be positioned within the vehicle because the two files were 

created separately.  The pickup truck was rotated 23 degrees back to a horizontal position 

to simplify the positioning operations.  The extraneous materials and elements from the 

original dummy file were also deleted before moving the dummy.  The floor and roof 

elements of the vehicle frame, the seatbelts and their connections, and the airbag were 

 

 

Figure 5.1 Original Hybrid III dummy sled model developed by the ESI Group. 
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excluded from the rollover simulation.  The dummy, seat, and footrest elements remained 

in the model.   

The positioning of the dummy could not be completed using the 

“Create/Modify/Delete” command in PAM-GENERIS due to the rigid body centers of 

gravity.  The centers of gravity were defined using nodes that were not connected to the 

material parameters of the model.  This type of node is called a free node and when 

defined as a center of gravity of a dummy body part, it is stored in the position file.  The 

“Translate” command in PAM-SAFE was used to complete the positioning of the 

dummy.  

Once the dummy was positioned correctly into the driver's side of the pickup 

truck, the truck and dummy were rotated back onto the tilt table together.  The pickup 

truck with dummy occupant is shown below in Figure 5.2.  The roof and door of the 

vehicle are not displayed in order to view the dummy occupant. 
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Rollover Modeling Methodology 

  When the dummy and rollover files were merged, all the parameters and 

definitions included in both simulations were compiled in the new file.  Some of these 

parameters were deleted or modified to create a working rollover model.  The horizontal 

acceleration applied to the dummy to simulate the frontal collision was removed, as were 

any contacts with the seatbelt, airbag, and basic vehicle frame materials from the original 

file.  New contact definitions were needed to model contact between parts of the dummy 

 

        

 

Figure 5.2 The Hybrid III dummy inserted into the pickup truck model, front, top, and side views. 
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and the interior of the vehicle.  Every possible contact was considered so that the dummy 

would not penetrate any vehicle surface.  

 The contact definitions retained from the dummy file were the contacts between 

the dummy torso and the seat, the head and chest of the dummy, and the feet of the 

dummy and the footrest.  These contacts were all specified as body-to-plane contact (type 

11 in PAM-CRASH), which is described in Chapter 2.  The force-deflection curves for 

these contacts had been previously established and were left untouched.   

 The new contacts needed to be defined using surface/surface contacts (type 33 in 

PAM-CRASH).  Contact definitions were needed between the various dummy segments 

and each other, the doors, and the roof.  A contact definition between the dummy's feet 

and the floor of the passenger compartment was needed.  If the dummy was ejected, 

contact between the entire dummy and the ground surface would also be needed.  Before 

these contacts could be added, however, an adjustment of the dummy model parameters 

needed to be made.   

As described in Chapter 2, the surface/surface contact definition, like the 

nodes/surface definition, uses a penalty method that compares masses of the slave node 

and the master element in each contact pair.  The mass used for contacts is calculated by 

the PAM-Solver from the density and thickness of a material.  In the original dummy 

simulation, no contacts using the nodal masses were defined, and the user-defined mass 

of the center of gravity of each rigid body part was used to calculate the motion.  

Therefore the nodal masses were not required for any calculations in the frontal collision 

simulation. 
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 PAM-GENERIS includes a function that calculates the mass of a selected group 

of nodes or elements using their material parameters.  The masses of the nodes that define 

the rigid body segments of the dummy were determined to be negligible using this 

function.  This can be adjusted by changing the thickness and density of each material 

definition until the mass of each rigid body part is equal to the defined mass of that body.  

As a preliminary test to ensure this method would result in an effective contact definition, 

the thickness and density of the null material originally used for the dummy head were 

adjusted and a new simulation was created to isolate the contact between the dummy 

head and the roof.  To accomplish this, both the vehicle and dummy were rotated until the 

roof was approximately 1 cm above the ground surface.  This simulation setup is shown 

in Figure 5.3. 

 

The test table and initial velocities of the truck and the dummy were removed to 

simulate a free inverted drop.  Still images of the dummy behavior from this simulation 

 

 

Figure 5.3 Vertical inverted drop simulation setup. 
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are illustrated in Figure 5.4.  It can be observed from the angle shown that the contact 

defined does not allow the dummy head to pass through the roof of the vehicle.  However 

the body parts whose material parameters have not been changed pass directly through 

the roof. 

 

It can be seen from this demonstration that the surface/surface contact definition 

can be used in a rollover simulation with a dummy occupant if the material parameters 

are adjusted.  The possibilities for furthering this research are discussed in Chapter 6. 

 

0 sec 0.18 sec 0.27 sec 0.45 sec 

   
  

Figure 5.4 Still images of inverted vertical drop simulation results. 
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CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSIONS 

 
Vehicle crashworthiness research is becoming more and more reliant on computer 

simulations.  The automotive industry is using computational tools in order to decrease 

the design time required to make new models available to the public.  The use of 

simulations saves manufacturers time and resources by decreasing the number of 

prototypes built and tested when making new designs. 

Rollover is a public threat that is receiving a lot of attention.  The safety of sport 

utility vehicles and pickup trucks especially has been under scrutiny for a number of 

years.  These heavier vehicles, whose centers of gravity are higher than in smaller 

passenger cars, have an increased risk of rolling over.  The current rollover standards are 

insufficient to ensure drivers and passengers involved in rollover crashes are protected. 

During this research, the current standards and regulations dealing with rollover, 

and previous research, testing, and simulations of rollover crashes were reviewed.  Finite 

element analysis and vehicle crash simulation software algorithms were described.  The 

modeling techniques used in the finite element simulation of an FMVSS 208 rollover 

dolly test of a pickup truck were described and results of those simulations were shown.  

A modeling strategy for adding a dummy occupant to the rollover simulation was also 

discussed. 

From the results presented in this thesis, it can be concluded that: 

• The simplification of the suspension as a system of springs and dampers 

provides a method of including the suspension characteristics in the 
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rollover simulation when the suspensions are modeled as rigid bodies.  

This simplification saved CPU time while achieving accurate results. 

• Defining a sensor to switch the entire vehicle from a rigid body to a 

deformable body and back again during the simulation saved CPU time 

without affecting the accuracy. 

• The PAM-CRASH double precision solver is capable of handling the 

computational complexity of a rollover event.  It is recommended that any 

future work on vehicle rollovers be conducted using a double precision 

finite element code. 

• The greatest decrease in kinetic energy in the rollover dolly test occurred 

during the first impact with the ground.  Most of the vehicle damage 

occurred when the lateral speed decreased, toward the end of the test. 

• If a suspension is weak and breaks when the tires first contact the ground, 

the vehicle will continue rolling at a higher lateral speed.  The first tire 

contact will not decrease the kinetic energy of the vehicle significantly.   

• When the mass of the vehicle was increased, the rotational velocity 

decreased and the vehicle experienced more damage. 

• To successfully add a dummy occupant to the rollover simulation, the 

dummy material definitions must be changed.  Once this is accomplished, 

the surface/surface contact definition may be used to model the dummy 

contacts.   
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Future Work 

This research presents many possibilities for further rollover research using finite 

element analysis software.  Possible areas for this future work are briefly described here. 

The suspension characteristics influence a vehicle’s dynamic results in a rollover.  

A detailed investigation is needed to determine the best suspension design to protect an 

occupant involved in a rollover crash. 

The only full-scale test available for validation of the rollover simulations 

presented in this research was a published experimental test using a large passenger car.  

The equipment used for data collection and the method used to report the data is 

unknown.  If time and resources were available, an FMVSS 208 dolly test of a pickup 

truck with similar parameters to the vehicle finite element model would be useful.  The 

friction coefficients for contacts could be measured experimentally, the simplification of 

the suspension could be calculated with measurements from the real truck and the mass 

of the model could be adjusted to be realistic.  With proper instrumentation, the results, 

especially the high accelerations, found in the simulations presented here could be 

compared with the full-scale test to investigate the accuracy further. 

Since the double precision solver has been kinematically validated for the first 

1500 ms of the FMVSS 208 rollover dolly test, a longer simulation can be explored.  The 

element warping that limited the simulation time in the single precision solver does not 

occur in the double precision solver.  A longer simulation could be run on the double 

precision solver and validated against a full-scale test. 
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Dynamic rollover tests are being researched to replace the FMVSS 208 dolly test.  

Other rollover tests could be designed or tested within finite element simulations to 

determine the effectiveness of a test before a full-scale one is created.   

Recreating rollover accidents could also be an application of a finite element 

simulation.  If the ground properties and vehicle characteristics from an accident are 

known, reconstructing the accident by simulation to determine causes of the accident and 

any occupant injuries could be achieved. 

In order to successfully complete a rollover simulation of a vehicle including a 

dummy occupant, the dummy model needs to be investigated further.  The masses of the 

dummy's head nodes were adjusted using the material density and thickness to match the 

applied center of gravity mass.  For the inverted vehicle drop simulation, the velocity, 

acceleration and force results were not explored to determine the validity of the 

calculations.  It is recommended a double precision solver be used to study any 

simulations involving a dummy contacting more than one surface. 

Once the simulation of a rollover including a dummy occupant is successfully 

completed using a double precision solver, the arena of occupant safety can be fully 

explored.  The causes and effects of occupant injury could be investigated without 

harming a human volunteer.  The effectiveness of safety devices such as seat belts and 

airbags in a rollover accident could be investigated without building and destroying 

multiple prototype vehicles.  A finite element model of a human being could replace the 

dummy to create a more accurate test.  Vehicle parameters such as roof strength or pillar 

design could also be investigated with fewer prototypes.     
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APPENDIX 

 
Ground Properties as quoted in The ACI Manual of Concrete Practice (1996): 
 
Density 7850 kg/m3 

Young’s Modulus 4.14 e10 N/m2 

Poisson’s Ratio 0.2 

Thickness 0.1 m 
 


